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Apprenticeships on
the rise
A

pprenticeships are
helping fulfil career
aspirations for 256 staff
throughout the Trust with an
increasing range of programmes
offering exciting new
opportunities in the workplace.
This September the Trust was
one of the first organisations in
the region to offer a registered
nurse degree apprenticeship
which is studied over three
years. The course attracted a lot
of interest and the first cohort,
pictured right, started their
apprenticeship in partnership
with Coventry University,
Scarborough, which offers adult
and child nursing routes.
Further cohorts are planned
to start in spring 2021 and
autumn 2021, where qualified
nursing associates and assistant
practitioners will undertake a
‘top-up’ to the nurse degree

apprenticeship through an
18 month programme.
Helen Hey, Deputy Chief Nurse,
said: “I am delighted to work with
Coventry University Scarborough
Campus on this undergraduate
level study. It’s been wonderful to
read such inspiring and fantastic
applications from our staff who
want to progress and pursue
a career in nursing and to give
as many people as possible the
opportunity to study through
this apprenticeship route.”
Claire Barwick is the Coventry
University (CU) Scarborough Head
of Curriculum for Health, Education
and Nursing. Claire said: “We are
really excited at CU Scarborough
to be offering the registered nurse
degree apprenticeship to staff from
the Trust. It is a great opportunity
for candidates to graduate from
Continued on page 3

Have you got a story?
If you have a story for a future edition of Staff Matters, we would love to hear from you! Contact:
Elaine Vinter, Media and Communications Officer: elaine.vinter@york.nhs.uk
Or email staffmatters@york.nhs.uk
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Message from the Chair
M
any of you will know
that my professional
background is in Human
Resources. For me, I have never
been confused about the direct
relationship between the people
who work in an organisation - the
way they are treated, the way
they are developed, the way they
are supported - and the success
of the organisation. It seems
very clear to me that if we are
'happy' in our work we are likely
to achieve more for ourselves, for
our team and the organisation
as a whole. And of course, this
principle applies in the NHS too.
The pandemic is shining a very
bright light indeed on staff in the
NHS and it pleases me greatly that

our Trust is doing all that it can
to provide support to our staff
during these very difficult times.
Taking care of ourselves, our own
wellbeing and mental health, is
crucial. If that feels difficult to
you, please take advantage of
the many resources available to
you through the Trust which you
can find on Staff Room on the
Covid-19 button where there is a
specific section for staff wellbeing.
When staff were asked what our
new Trust values should include,
kindness was high on the list. Be
kind to yourself, to your colleagues
and of course those we serve.
Don't underestimate the kindness
and support your colleagues can
show you and don't be afraid

to ask for help if you need it.
In the interests of creating a
better, stronger, more inclusive
workplace can I thank all
of you that made time to
complete the staff survey. This

is vital to help us deliver on our
ambitions to continually improve
working lives in our Trust.
Last week the Board took three
hours out for Equality, Diversity
and Inclusion training. It was a
brilliant session which enabled the
whole Board to reflect together
on the Trust’s current position.
Importantly it allowed us to think
collectively about what we can
do to ensure that the Trust can
truly support and promote our
ambitions for a workplace which is
fair, where difference is welcomed
and where everyone feels
empowered and safe in their role.
Sue Symington
Chair

Therapy dolls help conduct
virtual assessments

T

he children’s
therapy team at
Scarborough have
recruited some novel
assistants to help with their
virtual appointments in the
shape of empathy dolls.
Since appointments can no
longer be held face to face, the

team use the dolls to ensure
they can demonstrate specific
movements to parents with
young children over video link.
Henrietta Tully, Therapy
Assistant, explained: “It is very
tricky to complete an assessment
of a baby or child without a doll.
We use them so that the parents

and carers can copy our actions
on the video link to ensure we
can see the correct movements
and assessment can take place.
“This reduces the risk of us
missing anything on camera
so it really helps us to improve
patient care. Also dolls are
something the child can relate

to, it is a familiar toy and makes
them feel at ease during an
assessment. We would like
to thank the Scarborough
League of Friends for providing
the funding for six therapy
dolls – it is already making a
big difference to the way we
conduct virtual assessments.”
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Volunteers return to
provide vital assistance

D

uring the first national
lockdown, the Trust
made the decision
to suspend volunteering
activity in order to reduce
footfall within hospitals.
Some of the volunteers
offered their support to a
number of external voluntary
organisations, such as the NHS
Volunteer Responders and
local charities so they could
continue to make a difference
to the local community.
As services started to resume,
the demand for volunteers
increased and the volunteering
team were approached by a
number of departments asking
for volunteer support.
At York Hospital’s main reception
footfall increased in the main
entrance and volunteers became
a friendly face for staff and
members of the public, offering
directions or answering any
queries. With so much going on
the volunteers played an important
role in making sure all visitors
understood the new procedures
- the wearing of masks and the

use of hand gel upon entry.
York Hospital receptionists
Chris Hagyard and Joy Jackson
were extremely grateful of the
support and were impressed
by the volunteers’ enthusiasm
and friendly manner.
Catherine Rhodes, Patient
Experience Lead for Volunteering,

agrees: “It is incredible that
during such a challenging time,
when most of our volunteers
are unable to return due to
the pandemic, we have come
up with new roles where
volunteers can safely support
some of our most pressured
services. Walking through the

hospital doors is a normal part
of everyday life for most of us,
but for everyone else it can be
really scary. Having volunteers
on reception to welcome people
in, prompting them to wear
masks and helping them find
their way around is fantastic.
“The volunteering team
is incredibly proud of their
generosity and dedication during
this unprecedented year and
we are extremely grateful for
their continuing support.”
The volunteers have also
been supporting the vital work
of the Occupational Health
department. Julie Walker, Project
Coordinator, explained: “We
have five volunteers working on
individual days throughout the
week. They have being tasked
with adding information to our
influenza and in-house databases.
They have all fitted in well within
Occupational Health and their
help is very much appreciated,
each one of them has expressed
how much they are enjoying
working in the department
and being part of the team.”

Growing talent from within – apprenticeships
Continued from page 1

the University and also progress
their career in the nursing field.
“It is fantastic to see such
enthusiasm from local people
that will ultimately have a direct
and positive impact on our local
hospitals and health services.
CU Scarborough is very proud
to be working with the Trust
to deliver this apprenticeship
route into nursing.”
As well as nursing, the Trust’s
theatres and anaesthetics teams
are one of the first in the region
to support a group of employees
in a three year apprenticeship to

become an operating department
practitioner (ODP), in partnership
with the University of Hull.
Existing apprenticeships,
including new starts for
mammography associate, senior
health care support worker,
healthcare science practitioner (life
sciences pathway), senior leader
degree and Level 2 and 3 pharmacy
are all providing opportunities for
staff to progress their career.
The new apprenticeship
reforms in 2017 saw a rise in
people joining the programme
and the Trust is beginning to see

the first cohorts of higher and
degree apprentices qualify.
The first Senior Leader
Masters’ Degree apprentices
have successfully completed with
York St John’s Executive MBA,
which advertised a 100 percent
pass rate with over 50 percent
achieving merits or distinctions.
Polly McMeekin, Director of
Workforce and Organisational
Development, said:
“Apprenticeships offer a fantastic
opportunity to support career
development and workforce
planning. Development via

www.scarborough.nhs.uk

apprenticeships are a significant
component of the Trust’s talent
management programme. We
encourage staff to formally share
their career aspirations during their
appraisal so that we can support
people to reach their potential.
“We continue to work
closely with our partners across
the education sector so we
are creative and ambitious
in our plans for future
apprenticeship programmes.”
For further information
about apprenticeships email
apprenticeships@york.nhs.uk
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October finalists
York Diabetes in Pregnancy
Team, Maternity Services,
York Hospital
Pregnant women with diabetes
became much more vulnerable
when the Covid-19 pandemic
started and it was essential to
reduce the need for them to
attend hospital. The outpatients’
team of specialist midwives,
diabetes specialist nurses,
dieticians and medical staff
rapidly and completely changed
their working practices. When
patients came for essential
appointments such as ultrasound baby scans, all other
screening investigations were
performed and women were
given devices to treat and
monitor their blood glucose that
could be analysed remotely. This
reduced the face to face clinic
appointments from around 30
a week to as little as seven.
Instead women were supported
throughout their pregnancy
via telephone consultations.
The risk of infection has been
greatly reduced thanks to a
huge effort from all the team.

Recognising and celebrating the
achievements of our staff and volunteers

Above: Amy Dailey and Melissa Jenkinson. Below: Hannah Garnett

Jo Armstrong, Complaints
Officer Patient Experience,
Scarborough Hospital
During the pandemic Jo offered
to help the bereavement service
at Scarborough Hospital. Due to
staff shortages Jo ran the service
Hannah Garnett, Generic
for six weeks almost single
Therapy Assistant,
handed. During this time a totally
Community Therapy at
new process was introduced
Whitecross Court, York
and Jo had to implement this,
When Hannah was visiting
ensuring that doctors and ward
a palliative care patient and
staff were aware of the new way
could not get access she looked
of working. Jo had the difficult
through the windows and
job of explaining to families why
spotted the patient on the floor.
they couldn’t visit their loved
Hannah then got a spare key
ones in the chapel of rest due
from the neighbours and called
to the pandemic. This was very
an ambulance, waiting with the
distressing for all and Jo spoke
patient for 40 minutes holding
to families with the compassion
his hand and making him as
comfortable as possible. She had that she brings to her day job.
She also liaised with consultants,
built a good rapport with the
patient through therapy input and funeral directors and the
mortuary technician and worked
kept speaking to him to ensure
that he stayed awake as she could with the registry office daily.
Jo is praised for demonstrating
clearly see he was coming to the
the very best of the NHS and is
end of his life. Hannah stayed
described as a “true NHS hero”.
while the paramedics got the
patient into bed and made him
Lizzie Verity, Midwife,
comfortable. Sadly the patient
Maternity Triage York Hospital
passed away 10 minutes after
he had been put to bed. Hannah Lizzie was nominated by her
patient Helen for the outstanding
is described as “an exceptional
support she received through
individual who goes above and
two pregnancies. In 2018 at
beyond for her patients”.

Jo Armstrong

was born healthy in May 2020
in lockdown and Lizzie went
above and beyond providing
further emotional support
as there were no visitors.

34 weeks pregnant Helen went
into maternity triage and Lizzie’s
quick thinking resulted in an
emergency C-section. Sadly
baby Barney died at 32 hours
old after being diagnosed with
a heart condition but Helen is
thankful they were able to spend
precious time with him. When
Helen became pregnant again,
it was an extremely anxious
time and she had PTSD which
was triggered by returning
to maternity triage. Lizzie
supported them throughout
and when Covid-19 hit Lizzie
spoke to Helen’s husband on
the phone when he couldn’t
visit. On the day of Helen’s next
C-section Lizzie helped them
feel calm and relaxed. Baby Otis

Amy Dailey and Melissa
Jenkinson, Sisters,
Emergency Department
Scarborough Hospital
A seven year old child came into the
department in cardiac arrest and,
tragically, passed away. The entire
team managing this catastrophic
event are described as ‘brilliant’
and Amy and Melissa particularly
as being ‘absolutely magnificent’
in going the extra mile to support
the family at that devastating time.
They put in a huge amount of their
own time over the next few days
to support the family in the way
which has been demonstrated
to be best practice after the
Manchester bombing of 2017,
and coordinated the rest of the
team. They also did an enormous
amount to support the team and
worked seamlessly with portering
services and the mortuary team.
Colleagues describe how they are
a credit to the organisation and
their profession – “they embody
the values of the Trust and serve
as an example to us all”.
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Spotlight on occupational therapy

Celebrating OT Week
T

his November we
celebrated Occupational
Therapy Week 2020 and
our teams of occupational
therapists (OTs) spread
the love across social
media, raising awareness
of how they help people
overcome all kinds of
challenges to live as fully and
independently as possible.
Senior Occupational Therapist,
Amanda Tose, gave us an
insight of a typical day in the
rheumatology department.
“We see a wide variety
of patients and I feel really
privileged to be a rheumatology
occupational therapist.
Historically, occupational
therapists either specialised in
physical or mental health but in
my rheumatology role I am able
to offer a natural blend of both
the physical and mental health
assessments and interventions
– after all, we are one human
being and unquestionably our
physical health impacts on our
mental health and vice versa.
“My day begins with a
morning yoga zoom class
which I have started to do
twice per week. As an OT we
prescribe, adapt and grade
meaningful activity so the
person can participate in what
they need and want to do.
Evidence shows the positive
health and wellbeing effects
of engaging in meaningful
occupations that enrich our lives.
“Today I am working from
home undertaking telephone
appointments and I have a
full clinic ahead of me. I get
prepped with a cup of hot
water and log on to the patient
database and call my first patient
for an initial assessment.
“Mrs S was referred to
rheumatology occupational
therapy for support around

Amanda Tose, Senior Occupational
Therapist

her fibromyalgia. Assessment
found she had global pain and
fatigue and carries out all her
meaningful activities on her
‘good days’ which she then
feels she pays for over the
next couple of days. She also
struggles to cope with the pain
psychologically – what we call
the ‘boom and bust cycle’. Mrs
S really wanted to do her daily
jobs without having to pay for
it the next day. Who wouldn’t?
We agreed together for me
to provide education on pain
pathways, pacing, planning and
relaxation. This is the bit I love
most – tailoring the education to
patients likes, dislikes and every
day activities, roles and routines.
Everyone is different and you

never know what exactly you
are going to be working on
until you start to build up your
therapeutic relationship.
“My next patient is Mrs B
and, after our last appointment
on sleep hygiene, she reports
she was sleeping much better,
falling asleep much quicker and
waking more naturally. Mrs B has
improved her routine in winding
down at night time, making her
room darker, getting natural light
and exercise in a morning and is
going to bed when she feels tired
and not forcing herself to stay
up. Overall this has led her to
feeling less fatigued during the
day and because of this she has
more energy to enjoy her life.
“Before seeing my next
patient I checked the patient
database for updates and
was so pleased to find the
rheumatology consultant wrote
in her letter to the GP that
Mrs B was very pleased with
the work from occupational
therapy. It's moments like this
where I find value and pleasure
in doing the work I do.
“My next patient is a young
person also with fibromyalgia.
We agreed to work on relaxation
at this appointment. The patient
reports she attends a regular
Pilates’ class twice per week and
has learnt that deep breathing
and stretching helps reduce her
pain. We work on incorporating
the breath work into her every
day activities to help manage
her pain throughout her day

and set goals for her to try
breathing exercises every
morning upon waking up,
and whenever she is noticing
her pain levels start to rise.
“In between patients I research
small aids and devices that
occupational therapists can show
patients to help make their lives
easier. It is so rewarding how
a small aid can make such a
big difference. I recommended
a specific potato peeler to
one of my patients and when
I phoned her today she loved
it – she was so grateful, saying
‘it’s the little things that you
don’t realise have the ability
to make a big difference’.
“Then I start on a training
programme to present to our
newly qualified occupational
therapist on the variety of
rheumatology assessments and
interventions. A lot of people
think occupational therapists
mainly provide equipment. I am
keen to share with others that
over the Covid period I have
provided more than 42 different
interventions and only one of
them was equipment provision!
“I love rheumatology because
I get to utilise my dual training
as an OT and see the positive
benefit for patients. It’s seeing
these outcomes that allows
me to go home (down stairs!)
and feel I have done a good
job and made a difference to
people’s lives. I see the magic
that can truly enhance quality
of life, health and wellbeing.”

❝ Historically, occupational therapists either specialised
in physical or mental health but in my rheumatology role
I am able to offer a natural blend of both the physical
and mental health assessments and interventions ❞
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Meet the Board of Directors
Over the last 12 months there have been a number of
new additions to the Board of Directors specifically aimed
at shaping the Board and its skill set to suit the strategic
challenges, risks and opportunities that the Trust faces.
The Board has seven executive directors and
seven non-executive directors. The non-executive
directors are recruited for their independence of
thought, and it is their role to seek assurance from
the executive directors that the Trust is meeting
its strategic targets and managing risk.
Sue Symington, Chair, explained: “The Board is a

unitary board which means each director has equal
responsibility for the Trust’s success. Collectively the
Board is responsible for setting the Trust’s strategic
direction and ensuring it can achieve these objectives.
The Chair’s role is to ensure that the Board has
the skills that it needs, the tools and information
it needs to do its work and the space and time to
work together to lead the Trust effectively.
“I am pleased to introduce the new
members of our Board and to refresh your
memory of some familiar faces too.”

Sue Symington, Chair
“Since becoming Chair of the Trust I have had
only one ambition – that is for our Trust, and
each and every one of us, to be the very best
we can possibly be. The ambition that each of
us can individually feel proud of our work every
day, that our patients feel proud that we are
their local provider of health services, that our
partners are proud to work with us and that our regulators recognise
our commitment to achieving this ambition of pride. And in particular I
would love the CQC to recognise us as good - or even outstanding!”

Lorraine Boyd, non-executive director
“I joined the Board in July 2018 as a non
executive director. As a recently retired local
GP, I wanted to support a focus on ensuring
safe, patient-centred care is delivered across
the whole Trust footprint, working together
with other key partners. I am involved with
Quality Committee, Patient Experience Group,
Out of Hospital Group and Children’s and Young Person’s Board.”

David Watson, non-executive director
“I am the most recently appointed new nonexecutive director of the Trust, although I
have similar roles at the University of York and
Battersea Dogs and Cats Home. My focus
as a non-executive director of the Trust will
be on supporting good governance which,
for me, means ensuring decision-making is
effective and that good outcomes are delivered for our patients,
for our staff and for our other stakeholders. I look forward to
meeting as many of you as possible in the coming months.”
Stephen Holmberg, non-executive director
“My ambition is to contribute to making our
Trust the hospital of choice for our patients to
receive their care and for our staff as a workplace.
I believe that we can achieve this through
becoming a true learning organisation that
ensures that all our diverse voices are heard.”
Lynne Mellor, non-executive director
“My ambition is to see the Trust as an exemplar
in overall healthcare provision with a clear
strategic direction enabled by an integrated
set of transformation and digital plans
working collaboratively with staff, partners,
stakeholders and the community. The Trust
is encouraged to have the highest standards
of probity, integrity and governance, collaborating with partners
to meet the needs of patients and staff whilst fulfilling statutory
requirements as needed. All designed to gain assurance that our
patients and public have the best access to quality, safe care and
have a great healthcare experience. I have a specific remit around
Digital, working closely with the CDIO Digital Delivery Centre and
a keen interest across the Board in strategy and transformation.”

Matt Morgan, non-executive director
“I am the Deputy Dean of Hull York Medical School
and a practising NHS consultant. I joined the Board
as a stakeholder non-executive director earlier this
year to further develop the relationship between
the Trust, the Medical School and the Universities
of York and Hull. I will use my experience in higher
education, post-graduate medical training and
equality, diversity and inclusion to support the Trust’s executive team in
leading the delivery of culture change and excellence in staff and student
education and development. I have recently taken on the new role of
Wellbeing Guardian for the Trust and attend the Trust’s Fairness Forum
and the Health and Wellbeing Group. My ambition for the Trust is for us
to work together to deliver the best possible care to all our patients and to
be a supportive and inclusive employer for people from all backgrounds.”
Jenny McAleese, non-executive director
“I joined the Board in March 2017 and I chair the
Audit Committee as well as being a member of
the Quality Committee. I am also the lead NED
for End of Life Care, something I am passionate
about. My ambition for the Trust is that we
provide the highest quality care to all those who
live in the population we serve and that we are
an excellent employer, able to attract and retain high calibre staff.”
Jim Dillon, non-executive director
“I joined the Trust as a non executive director in
July 2019 after 14 years as Chief Executive of
Scarborough Borough Council and am passionate
about enhancing the wellbeing of the local
community. I am also on the board of the LLP
and am excited to be involved in the schemes to
improve the facilities offered by the Trust, including
the new A&E facility at Scarborough and other improvements to the
York facilities. I believe these will transform the Trust further to becoming
a centre of excellence in the provision of care to the community.”
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Meet the Board of Directors
Polly McMeekin, Director of Workforce
and Organisational Development
“My portfolio includes human resources,
organisational development, workforce development,
occupational health, research and workforce
equality and diversity. This year has been extremely
challenging for our workforce and has further
highlighted the importance of work-life balance and
staff welfare. We have been progressive in our roll out of welfare initiatives
during 2020 but we still have improvements to make. Recently we revised
our values and behaviours following feedback from staff. We have an
ambitious implementation plan to ensure we are explicit in the behaviours
we encourage, and conversely the behaviours we will no longer tolerate. I
also look forward to being able to offer all staff the opportunity to work
in creative ways to ensure we are the employer of choice for the NHS.”
Andrew Bertram, Finance Director
and Deputy Chief Executive
“My main role, obviously, focuses on dealing with
the Trust’s finances. We are an organisation that
spends in excess of £0.5 billion each year and my
role is to manage our income contracts, manage
our cash flow and ensure that we properly plan and
manage our expenditure needs. I am also responsible
for Procurement, ensuring that the goods and services we require get to
the right place at the right time. I have grown up in the community we
serve and my family and I have relied on the care and services we provide.
That care has been outstanding. I am incredibly proud to work for our
Trust and have ambitions for the organisation to be best in class.”
Wendy Scott, Chief Operating Officer
“I have executive responsibility for the day to day
operations of hospital and community services. As
part of this role I ensure that we have planning
processes in place to make sure that we can
implement effective operational strategies to support
accessible and high quality services. I also have
oversight of operational performance to ensure
that we comply with all national and local performance standards and
requirements and work with Trust multidisciplinary teams, external agencies,
partners and networks to ensure that we have a joined up approach to
the delivery of services. There is no doubt that last six months have been
extremely challenging for all of us. It has certainly been the most challenging
time in my career and my ambition is to continue to deliver services to
the highest standards possible in the most difficult of circumstances. It
has been an absolute privilege to work with hospital and community
teams during this time and to see the amazing work that they do.”
Dylan Roberts, Chief Digital and
Information Officer
“My role is to improve the way we use Information and
Technology to improve patient outcomes and make
everybody’s jobs easier. We will start by developing
the case to update our basic IT provision and service
so it is faster and more reliable for staff and we will
improve the capturing and provision of information
to inform better decisions. Our medium to long term vision is to work with
our partners, across the localities we serve, to secure external funds, to
deliver the latest digital technologies to underpin new improved models of
care, moving us away from paper, enabling more mobile working across
wards and community to hopefully put more of a smile on people’s faces.

Heather McNair, Chief Nurse
“I have professional responsibility for nursing
and midwifery across the Trust as well as
being the executive lead for patient safety,
quality and clinical governance. I am extremely
proud to be a nurse and midwife and am
privileged to have been given the opportunity
to lead this fantastic profession particularly
through what has been a quite extraordinary year.
“I never fail to be humbled by the extraordinary resilience
of the workforce I lead. My ambition is to build on the
foundations we have laid in the last 15 months and continue
to grow and thrive on our improvement journey.”
Jim Taylor, Medical Director
“I was appointed to the Trust as an Oral and
Maxillofacial Surgeon with an interest in Head
and Neck Cancer. I am now the Medical Director
and Responsible Officer in the Trust . I am
responsible for medical leadership and professional
standards and I have oversight of the appraisal
and revalidation system and work with NHSE and
the GMC on this aspect of my role. I also provide leadership in Patient
Safety and Governance and work with the safety and Governance team
alongside the Chief Nurse and Chief Operating Officer to monitor and
improve safety and quality for our patients and staff within our Trust.
“During the current Covid-19 pandemic I feel proud to be part of a
Trust that has gone above and beyond the normal day job to treat
injured and sick patients safely. I think we have learned much about
ourselves and the way we work during this national emergency. In
the new year I hope to reinvigorate our QI programme to support
front line clinical staff to deliver the learning and improvement
that our staff know we need to improve our care to patients.”
Lucy Brown, Director of Communications
“I was appointed as Director of Communications
in February this year. I joined the Trust in July 2008
as Communications Service Manager, establishing
the Trust’s first in-house communications team. My
portfolio includes media relations and PR, internal
communications, stakeholder engagement and
charity fundraising. I have always been proud to work
for the NHS, and the past 12 months have shown our staff and our trust
at its absolute best. My ambition is make sure that we continue to shout
about all of the fantastic work that is happening, and to better support our
staff by further developing effective ways of communicating and enabling
everyone to have access to the information they need to do their jobs well.”
Simon Morritt, Chief Executive
“I am the Accountable Officer responsible for the
overall stewardship of the organisation, both in terms
of the quality of services we provide and the resources
we use. I joined the Trust as Chief Executive in August
2019 from Chesterfield Royal Hospital NHS Foundation
Trust, where I was Chief Executive from 2016. I have
more than 30 years’ experience in the NHS, 20 years as
a Chief Executive in both Commissioning and Provider organisations. In what
has been the most difficult of years for all who work in health and care, I have
been humbled and proud of the commitment, drive and passion that our staff
have shown in meeting the challenge of 2020. I am convinced that working
with our partners we will emerge stronger as we look to recover in 2021.”
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Investment set to improve
working environments
E

very year the Trust
has the mammoth
task of maintaining
the estate buildings and
infrastructure across all sites
on a budget of £1.5m.
This year, additional funds
totalling just over £4 million
has seen a huge programme
of investment in backlog
maintenance works, to be
completed by the end of March
2021. Backlog maintenance
is the work required to
bring estate buildings and
supporting infrastructure up
to an acceptable condition.
Maggie Bulman, Capital Project
Manager, led the project with
support from the estates team
in the LLP and completed a full
review and risk assessment of
all sites to gather a true picture
of the current estate backlog
costs and risks. A review was
completed of every room in every
building on the Trust’s hospitals
and sites plus the five sites that
the Trust lease and have to
maintain. The work is already
underway, with over 40 different

agreed projects to upgrade
and improve infrastructure.
Maggie explained: “This
investment is fantastic news.
Poor physical conditions impact
on staff morale and safety.
Many of the issues identified
reflect the age of the buildings
and estate overall as well as
longer term underfunding
of backlog maintenance
across the whole NHS.
“Projects include £160k
to be spent on replacing the
flooring along Main Street at
York Hospital, £50k to repair
the pneumatic tube systems,
nearly half a million to start
an urgent roof replacement
programme across a number of
sites and replacing two boilers
at Malton Hospital. There
will be a window replacement
programme across all sites,
and new air handling units
installed at York, Scarborough
and Bridlington totalling just
under one million pounds. Just
a few of the many improvements
people can expect to see in the
coming weeks and months.”

Scarborough Hospital's
newly resurfaced
blue badge car park

Scarborough Hospital’s blue
badge car park has been in
desperate need of resurfacing
for a long time and regularly
came up in Trust access audits.
Maggie added: “Thanks to the
extra funding, building services
manager Ross Chamberlain,
and estates supervisor Shaun
Fletcher, have been able to bring

the car park up to standard
by creating the correct flow
of one way traffic through the
carpark. Not only have they
created a new entrance and
exit which helps the flow of
traffic, they have managed to
increase from 22 non-compliant
spaces to 25 compliant spaces
by opening the car park up.”

York Hospital Radio celebrates £10,000 funding award
YORK Hospital Radio is
celebrating an award of nearly
£10,000 from the Coronavirus
Community Support Fund,
distributed by the National
Lottery Community Fund.
Earlier this year the organisation
launched an appeal for around
£15,000 to replace the life-expired
computers which keep the station
on air 24 hours a day, seven days
a week. Without funding, the
station would almost certainly have
had to go off air permanently.
Chairman Ian Clennan said :
“We are absolutely delighted to
have received this funding from
the Coronavirus Community
Support Fund. This award has

guaranteed the future of the
station, and together with other
funding we have received this
year as part of the Appeal,
allows us to replace the very old
technology which we have been

relying on to stay on air, and to
upgrade our broadcasting system
as well. This is particularly vital
in the current climate, when it
is difficult for our volunteers to
broadcast as normal in our studios.

“However, this is not the end
of our fundraising story, as we
still need to raise around £8,000
a year in order to continue to
provide our important service for
our listeners. But in the immediate
term, I am immensely relieved and
grateful that we have received
this significant funding.”
York Hospital Radio broadcasts a
mixture of music shows around the
clock, together with commentaries
on all York City home games,
outside broadcasts and interviews.
The station can be heard on the
bedside radio system within the
hospital, and also via the station’s
website www.yorkhospitalradio.
com and via its new free app.
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Urology goodbyes for ground-breaking consultants
Andrew
Robertson

THIS month the Trust waved
goodbye to, not one, but two
of Scarborough Hospital’s
long serving and highly
valued consultants.
Andrew Robertson and Simon
Hawkyard have both been
instrumental in developing a
patient centred urology service for
the population of Scarborough,
Bridlington, Malton, Whitby

and surrounding areas.
Both consultants have
worked for the Trust for over
20 years and are known for
their passion for providing the
best care for their patients.
Colleagues conducted a socially
distanced send off to celebrate
their invaluable contribution
and to wish them both a long
and happy retirement.

Simon
Hawkyard

Returning to the NHS
during a pandemic
At the start of the pandemic
as staff were redeployed
and the call went out for
people to come back to the
NHS to help out, thousands
rose to the challenge.
One of these was Tracy Gray
who had previously worked
at the Trust in trauma and
orthopaedics and is now a clinical
assessor for the Department
of Work and Pensions. In April
2020 her organisation offered
its clinicians to the NHS to assist
with the pandemic and many
of them were redeployed to
hospitals in the area and also
across the country, including
the nightingale in London.
As a consequence, Tracy
went from working 9-5 in
an office to shift work in
the Emergency Department
at York Hospital, one of the
busiest departments during a
unprecedented global pandemic.
Tracy recalls: “It really was
a baptism of fire as I had only
had a placement as a student
nurse in York ED and had not
worked there as a qualified
nurse. I left the Trust in 2015
where I worked on ward 25 but
I started my nursing journey
on the acute stroke unit where
I was inspired to become
a nurse. I have thoroughly
enjoyed being a ‘proper nurse’
again (as my daughter would

say) but it was a very steep
learning curve to say the least.
“Thanks to all the staff in ED
I quickly learned the ropes and
how to survive in masses of
PPE. All the staff have been so
supportive and welcoming of
me just turning up to work with

them, especially during what is
probably the most challenging
time of their careers to date.”
After refreshing her practical
skills such as venepuncture,
cannulation and catheterisation
at a clinical skills session before
her redeployment started,

www.scarborough.nhs.uk

Tracy was assigned to ED.
Tracy continues: “I have
learned so much, it would be
impossible to list everything
but due to the nature of an
emergency department, every
day is a school day as they
say! A lot of my shifts were
spent in resuscitation which
was something I had not
experienced before, so I was
constantly learning something
new. I can’t thank the staff in ED
enough – they were so willing
to teach me and support me
throughout my redeployment.
“It was good to get into
uniform again, although they
have changed in the last five
years. Luckily I spent all my time
in scrubs which was a blessing
due to lockdown weight gain!
It was great to learn about
some of the new innovations
in working practice such as
the electronic prescription
charts, although they weren’t
used in York ED so I didn’t see
them in action. I’m sure they
are a very welcome addition
though as the frustrations of
searching for drug charts on
the wards still plagues me!
“Overall, my experience was
very positive and enjoyable.
I have since joined the nurse
bank and continue to work
shifts in ED as I don’t want to
lose my newly gained skills.”
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Race Equality
Network seeks
new members
THE Trust’s Race Equality
Network has been
set up to represent
colleagues from the
Black, Asian Minority
(BAME) background.
Michelle Adeniji has been
appointed Chair and is
supported by Hassena
Karbani as Vice- Chair.
The network is keen to
encourage new members,
particularly from
Scarborough Hospital, so
that they can hear views
from all areas of the Trust.
Michelle said: “As well
as more members from
right across the Trust,
we would also like to
encourage membership
from nurses, pharmacists
and ancillary staff as
they are currently underrepresented and we are
keen to ensure that we
have representation
from all staff groups.
“The network has been
created to create a safe
space for its members
to feel supported and
valued. We want to
shape a positive platform
for BAME employees
to have a voice within
the Trust and to work
collaboratively with
the Trust equality and
diversity leads.”
Email raceequality
network@york.nhs.uk
for more information.

Michelle Adeniji
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Pre-assessment team
braves the elements

Dressed
for all
weathers

I

n the ups and downs of this
challenging year, teams and
individuals are proving they
will plough on regardless of
the obstacles in their way.
The pre-assessment team at York
Hospital were redeployed at the
height of the last Covid peak when
planned operations were cancelled.
As operations resumed and cancer
services restarted, theatres Sister
Tina Hodgson once again began
the process of gathering her team
together to provide pre-assessment
and admissions so patients were
able to come in for their operations.
The Covid pre-assement clinic soon
went up from ten a day to seventy.
Tina said: “It was fantastic to
be able to help get surgery up
and running once again. The
difference was that everyone
had to be swabbed for Covid
before they could come in and
we had to find a way to make
the assessment safe and secure.
These all had to be done outside
and despite the great weather
we had at the start of summer,
the weather soon deteriorated.
“We started off with gazebos to
shelter us from any bad weather
but after these blew away we
moved on to a polytunnel. This
took off one day in a summer

storm and we were left without
any cover but we couldn’t let that
stop us as it was important that
people got their operations. Thanks
to the estates team we were
given waterproof onesies so we
managed to go out in all weathers!
“I have to thank my team
for their resilience and sense of
humour in not letting anything
stop them – we had some wild
winds and lashing rain to challenge
us but nobody complained,
they just got on with it.”
Matron Jill Wilford said: “I’m very

proud of this team and their ‘can
do’ attitude for continuing this
work throughout Covid despite
the weather and all the setbacks.
People are naturally worried about
coming to hospital in the middle
of a pandemic but patients on the
ward tell me that they feel safe
and well looked after and always
know what the plan for them is.
Sister Tina Hodgson and Deputy
Sister Ruth Horsfield show great
compassionate leadership and this
is reflected in the entire team’s
attitude and the patient’s journey.”

In the
festive
polytunnel
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STAFF WELLBEING
A regular section bringing you the latest news and developments to support staff wellbeing

Stay well during Covid-19 and beyond
A virtual workshop is being
held that includes advice on
staying well to avoid Covid-19.
The workshop will be available
via Webex and now incorporates
issues around Covid-19.
It includes wellbeing
guidelines on Covid-19 risk
factors, the principals of healthy
eating, hydration and PPE

and home working advice.
There is also useful information
on alcohol recommendations,
smoking, how to be more
active and looking after
your mental health.
They will be held on 10 and
16 December, 11am to 12 noon.
To book a place please email
wellbeingteam@york.nhs.uk

NEWS

Cyber fraud warnings
I

nternational Fraud Awareness
Week (November 15 –
21) highlighted how the
pandemic has provided an
excellent opportunity for
fraudsters to target the NHS.
Marie Hall, Assistant Anti-Crime
Manager from the Trust’s Counter
Fraud Specialists, said: “Unfortunately,
the heightened profile of the NHS
means that we’re also firmly in
the sights of fraudsters looking to
make some quick money. In August
Interpol released an article warning
that they have seen a major shift
in the focus of cyber-attacks since
the beginning of the pandemic.
“Before the pandemic, individuals
and small businesses were the
most likely targets of cyber-fraud.
Since the emergence of Covid19 the fraudsters have become
focused on vital infrastructure such
as national health care services.
“Fraudsters are seeking to exploit
services that they know will be
under immense pressure, and
which are using altered processes
and procedures to respond to
the pandemic. It has never been
more vital that you look out for
attempts to defraud the NHS,
and report any concerns to your
Local Counter Fraud Specialist.”

HOW YOU CAN HELP
Have you got half an hour?
Book a remote fraud awareness
session for your team. Your Local
Counter Fraud Specialist can
deliver a 30 minute interactive
presentation explaining the
key fraud risks and trends
you need to be aware of.
Have you got quarter
of an hour?
Have a look at our latest Covid19 Fraud Risks Alert newsletters
on the Counter Fraud page.

You’ll find lots of information
about recent scams targeting
NHS workplaces and individuals
at home, as well as advice
on how to keep yourself and
others safe from Covid scams.
Have you got five minutes?
Watch this video about
Mandate Fraud – https://
youtu.be/cC_YHrWg374
– and then encourage your
colleagues to watch it too.
Phishing is a key risk for all
NHS staff. Recently fraudsters

were found impersonating ESR
in order to steal log in details
and divert people’s salary into
their account, or impersonating
staff and contacting Payroll for
bank details to be changed.
Have you got one minute?
Make a note of your Local
Counter Fraud Specialist’s
contact details. They are
here to help you and will be
happy to advise if you think
someone is trying to commit
fraud against the NHS.
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Your hospital charity
To get in touch with the charity team, please email
charity.fundraising@york.nhs.uk or call 01904 724521.
Follow us on Facebook @YorkTeachingHospitalCharity

Annabel’s skydive

Reflect and remember

Thank you to Staff Benefits’ brave
skydiver – Annabel Newey!
Annabel decided to take on
the challenge event and raise
money for the Butterfly Appeal.
After getting postponed several
times, the skydive finally went
ahead last month. Annabel said,
“A skydive has always been on
my bucket list and there’s no
better way of doing it that raising
money for one of my favourite
charities. It was totally not what
I expected, it was even better!
Nothing can describe that feeling
of flying through the air and
taking in the beautiful views from
up above! This is something I

Thank you to everyone
who helped to promote
our first Reflect and
Remember celebration
in October.
We had a really positive
response with people
sharing their memories,
photographs and moving
tributes with each candle
that was lit. We hoped
that our virtual event would
provide a moment of peace in
these turbulent times whilst
giving people an opportunity
to support our hospitals and
donate funds which can then
be used across the Trust.

would definitely do again, and
would 100 percent recommend
to anyone considering it!”
Annabel raised over £700
for the Butterfly Appeal to
improve maternity bereavement
facilities at York Hospital. Thank
you and well done (you’re
certainly braver than us!).

We look forward to sharing
more memories in the future
as Reflect and Remember will
become an annual celebration.
You can view all the
wonderful messages at www.
visufund.com/reflect2020

